Prescreening versus empirical immunization for hepatitis A in patients with chronic liver disease: a prospective cost analysis.
There are few prospective studies estimating the prevalence of hepatitis A in chronic liver disease patients. Furthermore, there are minimal cost-comparative data as to whether or not screening for hepatitis A exposure before immunization is an effective fiscal strategy. The objectives of this study were to determine the prevalence of prior hepatitis A infection and to perform a prospective cost analysis for hepatitis A immunization in patients with chronic liver disease. This is a prospective cohort study of 100 patients with chronic liver diseases. Patients were screened for potential risk factors for hepatitis A including history of jaundice, socioeconomic status, birth origin, and ethnic background. Each patient underwent testing for evidence of prior infection using an ELISA. Seronegative patients then went on to receive an immunization series. Cost analysis of vaccination without prescreening (universal strategy) was compared to cost analysis of prescreening and selective immunization of those without prior infection (selective strategy). Fifty-three patients (53%) had serological evidence of prior hepatitis A infection (95% CI = 43-63%). Of the risk factors assessed, foreign birth was associated with prior hepatitis A exposure (p = 0.0002). Cost analysis revealed that prescreening for hepatitis A before vaccination was cost saving given the current prevalence. The seroprevalence of hepatitis A in those with chronic liver diseases was 53%. Cost analysis revealed that screening for hepatitis A before immunization is cost saving, and this strategy should be applied to follow current vaccination guidelines.